Exciting News! The Postdoc Office will be moving from 502 Main Building to 110 Bond Hall this week. We will close at 4:30pm on Wednesday, June 19th, and re-open in our new Bond Hall location at 8:00am on Monday, June 24th. We look forward to welcoming you in our new space!

Coming up...

2019 Summer Grant Writing Program, July 29-Aug 15

The Office of Grants and Fellowships is organizing the annual Summer Grant Writing Program scheduled to take place from July 29 through August 15, 2019. Our grant writing workshops which include 1-on-1 consultations are highly successful and yield numerous winners, honorable mentions, and semi-finalists. Register HERE.

There are two focus areas (Track 1: Grant Writing Boot Camp and Track 2: NSF GRFP; AM and PM Sessions). Postdocs and graduate students are welcome to mix and match lectures from both tracks and to attend as many writing sessions as needed. The Office of Grants and Fellowships will provide postdocs with writing space (with unlimited draft reviews and snacks).

Track 1: Grant Writing Boot Camp
Designed to help new and seasoned grant writers to generate compelling application(s) for the Fall cycle.

Available Lectures

- Optimize Your Resume/CV For Fellowship Applications
- Develop a Long-Term Funding Plan & Learn to Navigate Award Databases
- Looking Ahead to Dissertation Completion and Postdoc Opportunities
- Personal Narrative 101: Match Your Personal Story to Award Criteria in Essays and Cover Letters
- Constructing a Research/Completion Timeline
- Communicating Your Research: The Research Proposal
- Why Does Your Work Matter?

Track 2: NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program
Designed for first- or second-year NSF GRFP-eligible students who plan to submit their application in October.

Available Lectures

- What is NSF GRFP, and When Should I Apply?
- Maximize Your NSF GRFP Resources and Q&A

- The NSF GRFP Personal Statement
- Intellectual Merit and Broader Impact
- Writing an NSF GRFP Research Proposal
- Why Stop Here? Win other Predoctoral Fellowships in STEM

To register, click HERE.
Recurring On-Campus Workshops

Center for the Study of Languages and Cultures
Hesburgh Libraries and Navari Family Center for Digital Scholarship
Office of Human Resources
Office of Information Technologies
Kaneb Center for Teaching and Learning
The Writing Center

Funding Opportunities

Contact the Postdoc Office for a preliminary discussion and for assistance finding the appropriate resources for competitive external funding applications.

**TRIUMPH Postdoctoral Fellowship**
Deadline: June 30, 2019, September 30, 2019, and December 31, 2019

**Sofja Kovalevskaja Award**
Deadline: July 31, 2019

**Fulbright Global Scholar Award**
Deadline: August 1, 2019

**Human Frontier Science Program (HFSP) Postdoctoral Fellowships**
Deadline: August 22, 2019

**Profellow - Postdoctoral Fellowships**
Various deadlines

**Postdoctoral and Early Career Awards**
Various deadlines

**Pathwaysstoscience.org: Postdocs and early career opportunities**
Various deadlines

---

**Indiana Clinical and Translational Sciences Institute**

Open RFAs:

- **Collaboration in Translational Research (CTR)**
  - Opportunity for collaborative translational research projects with strong potential to develop external funding or IP
    - Funding available: up to $75,000 over 2 years
    - Deadline for uploading proposal: July 29, 2019
- **Indiana Alcohol Research Center Pilot Project Program**
  - Opportunity to develop research on alcohol use disorders
    - Funding available: up to $50,000
    - Deadline for Letter of Intent: July 1, 2019
    - Deadline for uploading proposal: September 1, 2019

---

**Job Postings**
Open Consulting Hours

Come meet Valli, Associate Program Director of the Postdoc Office, to ask questions about professional development, career exploration, and other services offered by the Postdoc Office in particular and Notre Dame as a whole. International scholars are also welcome to discuss matters specific to them.

**Date**: Thursday, July 4
**Time**: 2 - 4 pm
**Location**: McCourney Hall First Floor, by Espresso Cart

**Date**: Thursday, August 15
**Time**: 2 - 4 pm
**Location**: Stinson Remick 100

Did you know...

...that you can sing for liturgies in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart this summer? The [Notre Dame Community Choir](https://www.nd.edu/centers/communitychoir/) provides music for the 10 a.m. Sunday Mass in the Basilica during the summer through July 28.

**Weekly rehearsals**: Thursdays from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in Room 329 of the [Coleman-Morse Center](https://www.nd.edu/centers/cmc/)
**Sundays**: 8:45 a.m. in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart

PhD Comics
Quick Links

Postdoc Office Google Calendar  
Postdoc Roundtable  
Postdoc Policies

Postdoc Pathways Café  
Postdoc Office Website  
Postdoc Handbook

STAY CONNECTED

Facebook
Twitter
LinkedIn